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37 Newly Certified Asian DEs Demonstrate
Passion for CU Mission

The 20th Asian DE workshop kicked off in Bangkok,
Thailand on December 5 and successful ended on

“DE inspires me to take
passion home and to push

Nepal, Indonesia, Philippines and Myanmar in

it further as a young
generation” Rubie Tran,

participation.

Australia

Sessions engaged delegates in deep discussion about
various topics including, but not limited to the history of

“I am committed to credit
union members” Rajendra

credit union movement, Green Inclusive Finance, CU and

Paudyal, Nepal

December 10, 2016 with 37 delegates from Australia,

SDGs, Leadership Ethical Compass, and CU Future &
Technological innovation. The course equipped
participants with true appreciation of their roles in

“As DE graduates, I’m
ready to learn, ready to

supporting credit unions and keeping CU mission alive.
During the DE testimony, 20th DE graduates recognized
their roles as a game changer in their communities:

change, and ready to grow
for CU members I serve”
Agustinus Alibata,
Indonesia

“Cooperatives have healing power, not only human lives it can help improve, but
everything in the mother Earth.” Fernando Corpuz, Philippines
“On the process of [DE] learning, you become a changed person. The course motivates
me to look after credit unions, inspires me to be more involved, and stimulates me
become an instrument for cooperative movement in Philippines and the World.” Atty.
Edwin Concepcion, Jr., Philippines

As of today, there are 615 certified Asian DEs since 1999 including 36 new graduates from
20th class. The next course is scheduled on June 18 to 24, 2017.

Click here to check out more pictures!

WOCCU Technical Workshop Fosters CU
Growth through Technology

Organized by the World Council of Credit Unions and co-hosted by the Association of Asian
Confederation of Credit Unions (ACCU) on December 1-2, 2016 in Bangkok, Thailand, WOCCU
Technical Workshop cultivated strategies for growth through technology and shared important
insights on how credit union can become a catalyst for economic inclusion.
Joined by leaders and professionals from Ireland, Macedonia, USA, New Zealand, and over 70
credit union leaders from Asia, the conference assembled to explore the power of technology in the
rapidly changing ﬁnancial services environment.
ACCU, PFCCO and NATCCO along with its technical partners: Temenos and Software Group
shared the progress of the payment platform and made a demonstration on the functionalities and
capabilities of the platform. The team announced the APP was live on December 2.

More Event at WOCCU Technical Workshop...

ACCU Acknowledged Nepali ACCESS
Excellence

Congratulations to all the Nepali SACCOS for your great work

Silver:

to achieve exemplary distinction! ACCU presented the

Bindhavasini SACCOS

ACCESS Brand Accreditation to 6 SACCOS in Nepal during

Bronze:

the WOCCU Technical Conference in Bangkok, Thailand on

SCOPE SACCOS;

December 1-2, 2016. Other five SACCOS received their

Mahila SACCOS;

accreditation plaques in Korea last September 2016.

Kishan Kalyan SACCOS;
Siddhi Ganesh SACCOS;
Barahi SACCOS

87th Board of Directors Meeting
After the general election last September 2016 in Korea, the 87th Board of Directors Meeting
officially gathered ACCU Board of Directors for an orientation on December 1, 2016 in
Bangkok, Thailand.
Invited at the meeting were FSCT General Manager – Mr. Anan Chatrupracheewin and CULT
Executive Director of Credit Union Development Institute – Ms. Kruewan Chonlanai. The
Board from time to time seek suggestions of two member organizations particularly on
ACCU operations in Thailand.

Leaders in Myanmar Expanded CU
Knowledge Horizon

ACCU organized a friendly exchange program in Thailand on December 4 to 7, 2016 inviting
leaders and managers of credit unions in Myanmar to discover the strategic success of federation
and credit union growth in Thailand. The program includes visits to CULT, FSCT, and 2 main
primary credit unions in Petchaburi province.
The visit was arranged as a token of gratitude to these credit unions for demonstrating their

commitment in reaching more than 1,000 members who now enjoy the benefits of being a member
of credit union.
The initiative of the program came under the support from ACCU-UNCDF Microlead Project in
Myanmar.

PFCCO Strategic Plan Set for Higher Level
of Integration by 2020

ACCU CEO Elenita San Roque facilitated the Strategic Planning session of the Philippine
Federation of Credit Cooperatives on December 12-13, 2016, held in Manila, Philippines.
The plan is anticipated to achieve higher level of integration of PFCCO network. The
leagues, though have their own legal identity will be considered as organization part of the
network that share common mission and vision. Strategies are set around standardization,
pooling of resources, contractual solidarity and governance disciplines.
The Board of Directors and league managers who attended the planning expressed their hope
that the plan will now become their road map for a new image of the network.

Tagum Coop Board Tasted SML Modules
ACCU CEO Elenita V. San Roque was invited by the National Confederation of
Cooperatives to facilitate the Board retreat of Tagum Cooperative in the Philippines on
December 14 to 16, 2016. She shared Self-Management Leadership (Managing Yourself for
Others) modules – a new credit union business solution introduced by ACCU Founding
President Mr. Andrew So.
"It is very important to ensure that the Board's personal purpose in life is aligned to the credit
union's purpose," said Bing Cabal of NATCCO. The training concluded having each member
of the Board a written Life's purpose, values, and vision on all aspects of life.

San Jose Coop Prepared its Team as Life
Coach

Recognizing that life coaching involves many different areas, San Jose Koop team focus on
coaching members on achieving their life goals and aspirations by having the right financial
behavior. ACCU CEO Elenita San Roque delivered a keynote speech at the graduation
ceremony of the 10 staff members of San Jose Koop on December 18, 2016.
The staffs were trained by PFCCO using the credit union business solution – the 360 Degrees
Financial Literacy for Credit Union Members. ACCU introduced financial literacy to change
the mindset of the members that credit unions are not just a place to borrow.
The training imparted core strategies on how to evaluate financial options using factors such
as, but not limited to “wants or needs” and “more balanced or less balanced.” Having applied
to themselves, the 10 coaches vowed to help members understand the significance of making
smart choices that can create an effective, balanced and fulfilling life.

SACUDIL Helped New VDFs Conclude
their First Accounting Year-End

The two newly established VDFs, Namgnen and Thongmai, in Luangnamtha Province finally
met their first due for dividend distribution. SACUDIL staff Mr. Beelor Daneng traveled to
assist with the conclusion of the accounting year-end on December 12 – 17, 2016 to ensure
the proper calculation of the dividend.
During the meeting, the VDF committee also utilized the opportunity to prepare the next year
business plan incorporating more activities that would encourage membership promotion,
savings mobilization, and better loan management.
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